PRE-MRC STUDENT QUARTERLY INDEPENDENT STUDIES ACTIVITIES REPORT

Date ______________________

Name ____________________________________________ Yr of entry ____________

Last                     First

STUDENT’S COMMENTS

1. How many hours of Physics 600 did you sign-up for this quarter? __________________________

2. If applicable, do you have a RA this quarter, full or partial? ____________________________

3. With whom are you doing research (Physics 600 and/or RA)? ____________________________

4. Briefly describe your independent study/research (Physics 600) project

5. Will you continue this research project next quarter? ________________________________

INDEPENDENT STUDY AND/OR RA ADVISOR’S COMMENTS

Please comment on the student’s research progress and plans. Do you agree with the student’s assessment of his or her progress? Do you have suggestions to help the student achieve his or her goals?

Date ______________________

Due: Last day of instruction